Abstract. We present first results of our NAOS-CONICA search for close substellar companions around young nearby stars. This program was started only a few months ago. We have obtained 1 st epoch images of several targets which are unpublished young stars (<100 Myrs), hence ideal targets to look for planetary companions. For one target star we could even take a 2 nd epoch image. By comparing both images we could look for co-moving companions of the target star. Those data show clearly that the detection of planetary companions (m<13 MJup) inward a saturn-like orbit (r<10 AU) is feasible with NAOS-CONICA and in addition that the astrometric confirmation of those companions is doable with only a few weeks of epoch difference.
Speckle and AO imaging -the beginning
We have taken deep, high dynamic range images of most stars in the TW Hydra, Horologium, Tucana and β Pic groups (age=10..40 Gyrs, d=10..60 pc). Such young nearby stars are well suited for direct imaging of substellar companions, both brown dwarfs and massive planets (Neuhäuser et al., 2003[1] ). The target stars are located in young star forming regions, hence companions are young and therefore still self-luminous. Due to the proximity of the target stars a high spatial resolution can be achieved. We started our search by using seeing limited imaging with SOFI and speckle technique with the MPE speckle camera SHARP, both at the ESO 3.5m NTT on La Silla. Companion candidates detected in 1 st epoch images must be confirmed by 2 nd epoch images (proper motion) and follow-up spectra, in the latter case done with ISAAC at the VLT. From non-detection and detection limits, we could conclude that massive planets (m>5 M Jup ) in wide orbits (a>50 AU) are rare and appear around less than 9 % of the stars. Finally our results have shown that the detection of extrasolar planets around young nearby stars was indeed already possible without AO, i.e. with SHARP at the 3.5m NTT, but only at large separation outside 50 AU.
Imaging with NAOS-CONICA -first results
Only a few months ago we have started a deep high dynamic range survey for very close planetary companions using NAOS-CONICA (NACO) at the VLT.
Our survey is additional to other direct search programs because the targets in our program are unpublished (to be young) hence most likely not observed by other groups already searching for planets. We started our observations (1 pling of the VLT PSF and provide concurrently the highest spatial resolution achievable with NACO. A short individual integration time (0.347 s) is used to avoid saturation as well as possible. That's why we have to superimpose many of those short integrated frames to obtain deep infrared images. Fig.1 shows a NACO image of HD 180617, one target star which we could observe twice in 1 st and in 2 nd epoch. We have subtracted the stellar PSF to measure astrometry and photometry of all detected faint companion candidates. In Fig.2 (left) the measured dynamic range for this image is shown. If bound all detected objects should have planetary masses (m<13 M Jup ) assuming a conservative age of 100 Myrs and using models of Baraffe et al. (2003) [2] . This analysis shows clearly that the detection of planetary companions inside a saturn-orbit (10 AU) is possible. After PSF subtraction gaint planets down to jupiter-orbits (5 AU) come into range. In the given epoch difference of 4 months we could measure the spatial motion of all detected objects including the bright primary. The detected companion candidates are clearly not co-moving, hence they are not real companions of HD 180617. Nevertheless those data can be used to measure the proper and parallactic motion of HD 180617. Detected background stars are used as reference points for relative astrometry. The parallax has a large stake in the entire motion of the star (see dashed and solid lines). The stellar motion in the given time span is more than 100 times larger than the astrometric uncertainties obtained with NACO. This illustrates well that few weeks of epoch difference are enough to find faint co-moving companions, hence the detection of co-moving companions is possible in only one observing period with NAOS-CONICA if the proper motion is large enough. They turned out to be non-moving background stars.
